When you have to be right

Health Language®

The Language Engine®
Your Single Source of Terminology Truth
Powering your enterprise terminology management strategy
Terminology is core to everything in healthcare. A set of current,
approved, and up-to-date terminologies, maps, and code groups that
can be readily compared and shared across systems is a prerequisite
for today’s modern healthcare IT environment.
The Language Engine software streamlines and incorporates standard,
localized, and enhanced clinical terminologies into your clinical and
IT applications—enabling you to centralize the acquisition, authoring,
management, integration, distribution, and governance
of terminologies across your organization.
Key Capabilities
Single source of terminology truth for distribution to your
downstream systems.
• Access to Terminology Applications: A full suite of applications
that let you model, map, group, and search your data in a single
platform.
• Up-to-Date Terminologies. Apply all terminology updates in
cooperation with the world’s leading standards bodies to ensure
that the most accurate and up-to-date content is available.
•E
 nable Your Third-Party Applications. Integrate terminologies
into your clinical and IT applications using our suite of REST web
services, or export to CSV or XLS files with platform updates.

Centralized access to over
150 standard, proprietary,
and custom terminologies.
• Classification and reference
terminologies such as ICD-9, ICD-10,
SNOMED CT®, RxNorm, LOINC®,CVX/
MVX, and CDT.
• Maps to normalize data from
disparate sources into standard
terminologies and translate between
standards.
• Code groups and value sets to
support quality measures, population
cohorts, and decision-support rules.
• Synonym libraries consisting of over
one million terms that clinicians
prefer to use for documenting
encounter diagnoses, problem lists,
and history terms with maps to ICD-9,
ICD-10, and SNOMED CT.

LOINC® is a registered trademark of Regenstrief Institute, Inc.
SNOMED CT® is a registered trademark of the International Health Terminology Standards Development Organisation (IHTSDO).

Language Engine Overview
Our application integration suite enables runtime access to a variety of clinical
terminology services, including searching, access, uploading, downloading, mapping,
modeling, and distribution of data.
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Health Language Content Database

Your Data Repository

Integration Layer Benefits
• An integration model that
exposes the lexicon object
model to clients through
RESTful web services
• Instant access to over 500
content updates annually
• Easy integration using RESTful
web services that enable code
lookup, translation services,
and fallout management
• C
 omplete developer guides
available with t he Language
Engine
• Supports searchable views
into database tables via the
Business Reporting Module

Health Language offers
the only complete cloudbased solution with a full
suite of applications that
let you model, map, group,
search, and distribute data
throughout your enterprise.
Need access to content
quickly? You can be up and
running on the latest content
and applications less than
two weeks after signing your
contract.

Health Language
Terminology management solutions from Health Language can unlock your healthcare data to help you maximize
reimbursement, meet regulatory compliance, improve operational efficiencies, and enhance patient care. Health
Language provides powerful data solutions that can be customized to your organization’s needs.
Health Language solutions are designed to support health IT vendors, payers, health systems, HIEs, research and
government organizations to improve search and documentation, support reference data management, enable
interoperability and data normalization, improve quality measure reporting, maximize revenue cycle management,
meet regulatory compliance, and enhance analytics.
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